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Honeymoon is the initial days of the married life which couples wants to write it with memorable
experiences and feeling of love. It is the time where the two unknown heart comes and share the
experiences of lifetime to make the coming days full of fun and delights. It is the time where both of
them dreams and put all the efforts to make it come true. Truly it is during the special vacation the
lifeâ€™s most precious moments and memories are lived and treasure as the priceless gift of lifetime.

So in order to make the honeymoon special and enjoyable and memorable, honeymoon couples
choose the right and the heavenly destination where they can celebrate and every moment with
pleasure and romance. So if you are looking for such destination, come and visit to Kerala the land
of Godâ€™s Own Country.

Kerala is one of the finest state in india and is enigmatically blessed by the nature and scintillating
tourist place that are ideal for honeymoon holidays. Couples can enjoy the houseboat cruise over
the picturesque backwater of Kumarakom and Alleppey. Kumarakom and Alleppey are the most
sought after backwater destination and is also an ideal destination for honeymoon holidays.

Dotted magnificently by the swaying coconut trees and natural beauty the backwater destinations of
Alleppey and Kumarakom offers couple to enjoy the honeymoon holidays with pleasant experience
and joy. Here couples can enjoy the moments of love and joy over the houseboat cruising over
these picturesque wonderments which offer the couples solitude ambiance and luxury to celebrate
the moment of love with immense pleasure and romance.

Talking about the honeymoon Kerala, no couples can miss to visit Munnar. An idyllic hill station
located at the confluence of the three Mountain Rivers is the most sought after honeymoon
destination in Kerala. It is amazingly gifted by the nature and has scores of sightseeing spots that
allows couples to enjoy and be together for long long time before they go for a heavenly sleep in the
resort of hotels. While the night is made enjoyable and romantic by the hotels and resorts the day is
made even more dreamy and romantic by the enigmatic beauty of Munnar which is truly beyond
words to describe. Munnar honeymoon packages make the honeymoon tour in this heavenly hill
station luxurious and enjoyable. So choose the one of your choice and celebrate the moments of
lifetime here.

If your beloved love beaches, Kerala also offer the option to celebrate beach honeymoon holidays.
Honeymoon packages offered for Kerala honeymoon allow couples to enjoy and celebrate the
moments of love and joy along the tranquil shore of the Kovalam beaches which is considered to be
the finest in the world. Kovalam which was once the freak out destination of the hippies is now the
most sought after honeymoon destination as well as beach holiday destination in Kerala. Here
couples can enjoy the moments of love under the sunny sky rejoicing sitting under the cool share of
the Palm trees.

So plan your honeymoon in Kerala and write your tailor made love story.
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